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Develop educational materials based on scenarios that health care professionals are likely to encounter in practice
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Highlights of progress since last meeting:

- WG finalized survey, sought & found hosting organization, vetted distribution plan. ISCC members agreed upon:
  - focused survey distribution to leaders and education specialists of non-genetics orgs
  - targeted redistribution within their specialties
- AMP emailed survey to you 1/12/16
- Australians will distribute survey widely
Best practices to share / Barriers encountered:

Engagement!
• Identify –
  • Cases studies for WG to develop
    • Engagement: Go / No-Go
  • Perceived educational gaps for Case Studies WG and ISCC overall

Sustain the case studies enterprise
• Identify writers who have domain knowledge
• Develop a cogent plan for disseminating materials
Next steps and “Ask”:

• Please complete the survey

• Email the survey ASAP to others in your professional organization who can answer on behalf of your membership

• Survey analysis – WG volunteers?